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PERFORMANCE OF A FUEL-INJECTION SPARK-IGNITION ENGINE USiNG A

HYDROGENATED SAFETY FUEL

By OSOAEW. SCHEIYand ALFRDD W. YouNa

SUMMARY

This report prewnts the performance of a tingle-
cybinder teat engine wing a hydrogenuied 8ajety fuel.
The 8afety jud ha-s a fl~h point oj 1$!6° F. (Clevelund
open-cup method), which is high emnqh to remove most
oj tha $re hazard, and an oetune number oj 96, which
pe)miis higher compression ra#io8 to be used than are
permi.wible wiih most undoped gwolina. The juel
wm injected into the engine cylinder, except for a jew
comparative rwrM &h gmolim, when a carburetor waa
used, The ted8 were made with impression ratw8 oj
6.86 and 7.0, calve timing8 gioing 30° and 130° overlap,
inlet pressures jrom atmospheric to 6 inch oj mercury
boost, and engine 8p& jrom 1#60 to 2,,!?00 r.p.m.
Under .similur wruldions tha power obtaimd wi$h the
sajety juel was the same m that obtaimd with gmoli~,
whereus the fuelconsumption was jrom 6 to 10 percmt
higher. With a compress-ion ratio oj 7.o, a value overlap
oj 130 crankshufi degrees, and a boost premure oj .??
inch.w oj mereury, the 8ajety fuel gave a brake mean
efective pressure oj 176 pounds per 8qume inch with a

ju-d consumption oj 0.60 pound per brake horsepower
hour.

INTRODUCHON ,

The importance of replacing gasoline with a fuel
that would reduce or eliminate the fire hazard in air-
craft has long been recognized. The use of gasohe
is a fire hazard because inflammable vapors are given
off in nearly all climates and seasons. Aviation gaso-
line has a flash point of about – 300 l?. Those
acquainted with the problem of iire prevention in air-
planes agree that the highly inflammable gasoline
should be replaced by a fuel having a higher flash
point, preferably over 105° F. as determined by the
closed-cup method.

One of the advantages of the compression-ignition
engine is that it uses a fuel of such a high flash point
(approximately 175° F.) that no inflammable vapors
are given off even in the warmest climate. Aircraft-
engine operators, however, have considered the advarL-
tage of reducing the tire hazard by using compression-
ignition engines to be insufficient to offset the dis-
advantage of the decreased power per unit of weight
and displacement obtained with this type engine.

In France, Sabatier has reported m investigation on
the use of fuels having flash points of 100° F. and 77°
F., obtained from coal-tar and petroleum derivatives,
respectively (reference 1). The commercial use of
these fuels was restricted, if not entirely preventi,
by their poor performance as compared with gasoline:
the power was reduced, the fuel consumption was
increased, starting was MEcult, and increased heating
of the carburetor was necessary.

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
has conducted tests with safety fuels manufactured
by the hydrogenation process (reference 2). Beoause
of the low volatility of the fuel it has been injec$ed
igto the engine cylinder instead of” being introduced
through a carburetor. The fit fuel invmtigated had
a flash point of 137° 3?. as determined by the Cleve-
land open+up method. The fuMhrottIe po~er
obtained with this fuel was lower than with ~gasotie,
and the fuel consumption was considerably higher.
The second fuel tested had a flash point of 115° F.
With this fuel the power was as high as that with
gasoline, but the fuel consumption was from 25 to 30
percent higher (reference 3).

The results obtained from an investigation cxm-
ducted with a third fuel, which had a flash point of
125° F., are presented in this report. The obj~t of
this investigation was to determine the performance
obtained with a spark-ignition engine when operating
with a hydrogenated safety fuel injected into the
engine cylinder. b a basis for ocmparison the per-
formance was obtained for several comparable condi-
tions with gasoline. The tests were conducted at
Langley Field, Vs., in December 1932 and January
1933.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

Figure 1 shows the set-up of the test equipment. A
single-cylinder 4-stroke-cyclo water-cooled test engine
of 5)&inch bore and 6-inch stroke was used. The en-
gine could be operated with either a fuel-injet%ion
system or a carburetor. A commercial fuel-injection
pump was driven from the engine crankshaft through
a reduction gear which permitted the phase of the in-
jeotion to be changed at will. A spring-loaded auto-
matic injection valve and a multi-or&e nozzle of
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N.A.C.A. dmigg were used (m. 2). When the injec-
tion system was used the carburetor x#as left in place
and the throttle valves were used to com%rol the air
supply for starting.

The engge was directly connected tQ an electric
dynamometer. A small weighing td-suspended from
a sensitive beam bahmce was used to measure the fuel
during a run, the length of the run be@ the time re-
quired to consume one-half pound of fuel. The engine
coolant was piped to a radiator, which w-as cooled by

valve location

—

AERONAUTICS

gave the best performance; however,
the performance was ody slightly better than with
the valve located in the center hole. Two spark plugs
were located in opposite sides of the combustion cham-
ber.

Two diiferent pistons and two difFerent sets of valve
cams were used. These p@tom gave compression
ratios of 5.85 and 7.0. The set of cams that gave nor-
mal valve timing caused the inlet valves to open 16°
before top center and close 56° after bottom center,

FIowm L-%t-q) of test wipmmk

a water spray when necessmv. The small volume of
liquid ne&s&ry to fill this ‘cooling system made it
feasible to use Prestcme and operate at high coolant
temperatures when desired. Temperatures up to 280°
F. at the engine outlet could be obtained.

This engine has a pent-roof form of combustion
chamber, with two inlet and two exhaust valves (fig.
3). The i.de&valve ports are 11%6inches and the ex-
haust-valve ports 1% inches in diameter. There are
five tapped holes in the head, permitting some choice
in locating the spark plugs and injection valve. The
injection valve was located between the exhaust valves,
and directed the spray horizontally across the combus-
tion chamber toward the inlet valvw. This injeotion-

-ivhile the exhaust valves opened 56° before bottom
center and closed 15° after top center. The other sot
of cams did not change the events at the bottom of the
stroke, except to .advauce the inlet closing 10°, but
caused the inlet valves to open 70° before top center
and the exhaust valves to close 60° after top center,
This valve timing results in an overlap of the open
periods of the “&haust and inlet valves of 1300, giving
improved scavenging of the clearance volume, par-
ticularly when some boosting is used (reference 4).
Figure 4 shows the amount of valve opening during
the period of overlap. A separately driven Roots
blower was connected to the inlet system through CL
large surge tank placed near the carburetor.

\
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The results obtained from runs in which the length
of the exhaust pipe was varied caused the adoption of
a length of 2 feet for these tests. Shorter pipes caused
lower torque qt fdl spe+dq agd more v@ation of torquO
over the useful speed range, unless %oosting was used.
The length of inlet pipe to the point of attachment at
the surge tank was 2X feet, but this length was not
critical. With a large valve overlap the effect of
pressure waves in the exhaust and inlet pipes becomes
negligible when a supercharging prcsmre of several
inches of mercury is used.

The engine performance with the hydrogenated
safety fuel using fuel injection was obtained for speeds

FImmE 2—FnoMnj@fonmlvoandnozzk

from 1,250 to 2,200 r.p.m., compression ratios of 5.85
rmd 7.o, valve timings giving 30° overlap and 130°
overlap, and boost pressures up to 6 inches of mercury.
A sufhcient number of these tests using fuel injection
were repeated with aviation gasoline as fuel to furnish
Q reliable comparison of the safety fuel and the gaso-
line. A few runs were made with gasoline using the
carburetor.

The procedure for each test condition was to make
three or four fall-throttle runs using fuel quantitie9
that gave mixtures ranging from one richer than necea-
smy for maximum power to a very lean one. The
engine torque and fuel consumption were measured for
each run. The brake power was corrected to an ab
mospheric pressure of 29.92 inches of mercury and a

temperature of 59° F. on the assumption that it varied
@ectly as the pressure and invemely as the square
root of the absolute temperature. No correction was
made for humidi~ or for the po~m, requiv.d .to -drive-....

4 ~f R Inlei
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FIQIJBE3—Combndfon chamber form.

the supercharger. The correction for power required
to drive the supercharger, when used, would not be
over 3 percent of the engine power at 6 inches of
mercury boost pressure.

Some additional data were obtained with special
equipment. Where maximum cylinder pressures were
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FmuuE L—Valve moth with narmrd valve tirkw and wftb B?’ overlap.

taken a trapped-pressure valve was used. A reduced
back pressure on the exhaust of the engine was ob-
tained for a few tests by discharging the exhaust into a
large tank, the outlet of which was comected to the
section side of a supercharger. With the same equip-
ment the “outlet of the tank was throttled to produce
increased exhaust back pressure. Data on the charac-
teristics of the fuel-injection system were obtained
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with the N. A.C.A. rate-of-discharge apparatus, which
is described in reference 5.

FUELS

Distillation curves for the gasoline and the hydrog-
enated safety fuel are given- in &ge 5. !llh~ flash

FIGURE &—Dfstflk.tIon onrw for &e gawlfne md mew fu~

point of gasoline is below ordinw atmowheric ~m-
peratures even in winter, while that of the safety fuel
(125° F. by the Cleveland open-cup method or 106° F.
by the Abel closed-cup method) is well above the
highwt operathxg temperatures usually encountered.
Besides reduced fire hazard, the hydrogenated safety
fuel has excellent antidetonating qualitiw, so that the
fuel may be used at high compression ratios without
the use of fuel dopes such as Mraethyl lead. The
hydrogenated safety fuel has an octane number of 95
as determined by the manufacturer using a series 30
Ethyl Gasoline Corporation test engine operated at a
speed of 600 r.p.m. and with a coolant temperature of
300° F. SufEcient ethyl fluid was added to the avia-
tion gasoline to prevent detonation under any of the
test conditions, thereby placing the engine performance
with the two fuels on rL comparative basis that is
independent of antiknock characteristics. A study of
the behavior of the hydrogenated fuel at low tempera-
tures showed satisfactory characteristics. At a tem-
perature of – 25° F. a few solid particles appeared in
the fuel, but at temperatures as low as – 100° F. there
was no tendency for all of the fuel to solidify.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

RFFECT ON BRAKR MEAN RFFECTIVE PRE.9SORE AND FUEL
CONSUMP’ITON

Compression ratio, scavenging, fuel, and fuel sys-
tem.—Figge 6 presents the comparative perfonmmce
obtained at n compression ratio of 5.85 with gasoline
rmd safety fuel and with the fuel-injection system and
the carburetor. The performance CUIXWwith gasoline
show that the maximum brake mean effective pressure
obtained with the fuel-injection system is greater than

that obtained with the carburetor. The difference in
brake mean effective pressure decreases as the quantity
of fuel per cycle is decreased, indicating that the volu-
metric efficiency was probably slightly higher with
the use of injection into the cylinder than with the use
of the carburetor.

Inmost of these tests no air measurements were made
because the use of the air-measuring system caused CL
small reduction. in power. A few runs were made,
however, in which measurements of air consumption
were obtained. The fit set of these air measurements
was made to determine the dii7erence in volumetric
efficiency obtained when operating with the fuel-injec-
tion system and when operating with the carburetor.
The results showed that the volumetric efficiency was
from 1 to 3 percent higher with the injection system
than with the carburetor, depending on the engine
speed. & the carburetor was left in placo when oper-
ating with the injection system, any gain in volumetric
efficiency must be attributed to the difference between
external and internal carbnretion.

.

A comparison of the brake mean effective pressure
and the economy obtained with safety fuel and gasoline
when operating with the fuel-injection system shows

FIOUEE 13-B.m.0.P. and fnol omuunptkm obtained when Oprntfngntn com-
e mtfo of 5.85and an engine SPWl of l,7&(Ir.p.m. withgwollno and with
S3fetYfuel.

that the maximum power is the same for the two fuels,
and that the fuel consumption k 5 to 10 percent 10WW
with gasoline. ‘ .

There were more exhaust odors and fumes present
when operating with the safe~ fuel thrm when oper-
wting with the gasoline. However, the cslmust fumes
were not so noticeable that the operating conditions
could be considered disagreeable or unsatisfactory.
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The results that have been discussed so far are for
, standard valve-timing conditions. In figure 6 there

are also shown perfom.mnce curves for valve timing
giving 130 crankshaft degrees overlap. When oper-
~ting with atmospheric pressure at the intake’ with this
valve overlap a msxirnum brake mean effective premure
of 146 pounds per square inch is obtained and when

FIOURE 7.—B.m.ap. and feel consmnptbn obtalnd when opmting et a com-
~[On ratio of 7.0md e-nengfnosfwdof 1,7MIr.p.rn. wfth gesolfne and with
.mfotyfuoL

operating with 2 inch= of mercury boost pressure n
maximum brake mean effective pressure of .170 pounds
per square inch is obtained. The large increase in
maximum brake mean effective pressure obtained with
rL small boost pressure is caused principally by the
scavenging of the clearance volume. In these twti
with safety fuel at a compression ratio of 5.85 there was
a small increase in fuel consumption for the scavenged
condition, whereas in earlier tests with gasoline on
another engine there was a slight decrease in fuel con-
sumption when scaven=~o (reference 4).

The curves in figure 7 for a compression ratio of
7.0 and no boost pressure show thfit with safety fuel
the brake mean effective pressure is approximately 10
pounds per square inch greater and the speciiic fuel
consumption is 7 to 8 percent lower than for the 5.85
compression ratio. The compression ratio could prob-
ably be further increased without the addition of fuel
dope to the safety fuel, for there was no indication of
detonation in these tests. When operating “with a
vrtlve overlap of 130 crankshaft degrees and 2 inches of
mercury boost, a brake mean effective pressure of 175
pounds per square inch -ma obtained with a fuel con-
sumption of 0.50 pound per brake horsepower hour.
The specific fuel consumption was the same for the

mavenged condition as for the condition with no
mavenging.

In the comparison of the curves for these two com-
pression ratios it should be borne in mind that a con-
stant fuel quantity per cycle does not mean a constant
mixture ratio, because the volume of air inducted per
cycle depends on the valve overlap and the boost pres-
sure. A charge that is excessively lerm may not give
aa much power as a smaller charge of about the right
proportion of fuel and air for maximum power.

Boost pressure,-l?igure 8 shows the comparative ~
brake mean effective pressure and fuel consumption
obtained when operating at compression ratios of 5.85
and 7.0 with boost pressures varying from Oto 6 inches
of mercury. Increasing the compression ratio from
5.85 to 7.0 resulted in a reduction of fuel consumption
of 10 to 13 percent over this range of boost pressures
and an increase in power of 8 percent at no boost pres-
sure and 3 percent at 6 inches of mercury boost pres-
sure. It might be well ti mention here that the uni-

~QIJBE 8.-EtT& Of bx5t P~ on b.ne.p. and feel co-ptfon. SMetg
fu~ fwl fnjmtfo~W wdveowrlo~ 1,7S9r.p.m.

vend test engine, an engine of practically the same
dmign, has been operated with no boost pressure at a
comprwsion ratio of 9.o with this fuel. In the teats.
with the univenml test engine an increase in maximum
brake mean efEective pressure of 12 pounds per square
inch was obtained by increasing the compression ratio
from 7.o to 9.o, even though, to avoid detonation, the
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spark was retarded 16 crankshaft degrees from the
optimum spark setting at a compre&on ratio of 7.o.

Speed.—Figure 9 shows the fuel consumption and
the power obtained at speeds from 1,250 r.p.m. to
2,2oo r.p.m. The maximum brake mean effective
presure on t& engine is obtained at speeds from
1,700 to 1,900 r.p.m. and there is very little failing off
in the brake mean effective pressure at speeds up to
2,200 r.p.m.

Table I is included for a convenient comparison of
the power and economy obtained with gasoline and
safety fuel and the friction mean effective pressure at
each compression ratio for several speeds with normal
valve timing. The values given in this table have been
taken for the lowest fuel quantities per cycle at which
the maximum bralie mean effective pressure is ob-

Some time ago, when operating the univerml test
engine with another hydrogenated safe~ fuel, a large
improvement in tie economy was obtained by operat-
ing at hjgh coolant temperatures (reference 3). In
those tests the fuel cimm.mption waa high at coolant
temperatures of 150° F., whereas in the present tests
the fuel consumption was normal. High coolant
temperatures apparently result in improved economy
where the economy is poor at low temperatures, but
increasing the coolant temperatures when the economy
is already good results in no improvement. When
opera% with safety fuel, low coolant temperatures
(150° F.) are to be preferred because high coolant
temperatures impair the antiknock properties of the
safety fuel. From the results obtained on the universal
twt engine with a difTerent safety fuel it is believed

tained. These tabulatad results show that the brake
menn tiective pressure obtained with safety fuel is
equal to that obtained with gasoline and that the fuel
consumption obtained with safety fuel is only from 5
to 10 percent &oher than that with gasoline. As the
calculated lower heating value of the safety fuel of
17,560 B.t.u. per pound is 7 to 8 percent lower than that
of gasoline, the thermal efficiency for the two fuels
would be practically the same. It is believed that the
fuel economy obtained with safety fuel as compared
with that obtained with gasoline cannot be appreciably
improved.

Coolant temperature.-The tests so far discussed
were conducted at coolant temperatures of 150° F.
Other twts made at coolant temperatures of 200, 250,
and 280° F. showed that no improvement in the brake
mesn effective pressure or the fuel consumption could
be obtained by operating at high coolant temperatures.

t~at since this safety fuel ‘can be used at 7.o
compression ratio with coolant temperatures of
250° l?., it can be used at a compression ratio of
8.5 with coolant temperatures of 160° F.

IDLI&G AND STARTffiG

The idling of the engine with normal valve
timing when operating with safe~ fuel is entirely
satisfactory. When operating with a large valve
overlap the idling is poor with the usual throttle
arrangement, because some of the e.shaust gases
flow into the intake manifold whenever the engine
is throttled. The idling with a large valve overlap
will be satisfactory if the throttle is placed close
to the inlet valve so as to reduce to a minimum
the volume between the throttle valve and the
intake valves. The univemil test engine oper-
ating with a valve overlap of 112° would idle at
an engine speed of 150 r.p.m. when the throttle
valve was close to the intake valve.

Starting with safety fuel was diflicult when the
engine was ccld; that is, when it had been standing

overnight at a temperature of 50°–600 F. It has
been started cold when moto~~ at 700 r.p.m. with a
compression ratio of 5.86, but starting under these
conditions is not satisfactory. In later tests satisfac-
tory starting was obtained by injecting a small qunn-
tity of gasoline into the intnke manifold while the
engine was being motored at speeds as low as 120
r.p.m. and while safety fuel was being injected into
the cylinder. Immediately after the engine was
started on gasoline it would continue to run on safety
fuel. This method of starting requires only the addi-
tion of a small gasoline tank, as the priming system is
identical with the present priming system used on air-
craft engines. On engines equipped with air startem
the fuel might be mixed with the starting air just
before it is inducted. Both of these methods would
require the use of two fuels, but the supply of gasoline
carried for starting would be very small.
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The engine could be started on safety fuel if the
intake air, the fuel, or both were heated. The curve
in figure 10 shows approximately the minimum air
temperature at which the engine will start with dif-
ferent fuel temperatures The engine would start
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consistently at a speed of 350 r.p.m. with air and fuel
temperatur~ as shown in this iigure.

TEE INJECTION SYSTEM

In these tests the fuel consumption and the brake
mean effective pre9sure were not critically sensitive to
the timing of the start of the injection period, the dur-
ation of the iniection ~eriod. the iniection .

been tried on the universal test engine. The results
of all these tests indicated that better economy and
power could be obtained when the length of the injec-
tion period was from approximately 60 to 90 crankshaft
degrees.

All data submitted in this report were obtained
with ‘a commercial fuel pump, an injection-valve open-

@ ??r=We of 2,000 pounds per square inch, and
injection press.urea as shown in figure 13. A few tests,
however, have been conducted with other fuel pumps
and with gaaoline as a fuel. In some of these teds a
valve-opening pressure of 800 pounds per square inch
and an injection pressure of 1,200 pounds per square
inch were used. The results obtained with these low
injection pre9sure3 were, for practically all conditions,
equal to those obtained with high injection pressures.
It is believed that an injection system operating with
iijection pressures as low m 500 pounds per square
inch or lower wo~d be satisfactory.

MECHANICALCONSIDERATIONS

The use of a large valve overlap requires a consider-
ation of several mechanical problems. The overlap
must be sufhiently large to give the desired scavenging
at sea level with a preswre difference acrow the valves
of from 2 to 5 inches of mercury, but not so large that
an appreciable amount of the air is wasted at moderate
or high altitudes, when the pressure difference across
the valves may be 10 to 15 inches of mwcury. The

pressure, or the &lve+p&@g prwure~ The
effect of the timing of the start of the inj ection
period on the brake mean etkctive pressure is
shown by the curve in figure 11. With the
injection system used in these tests, the best
results were obtained when the start of injec-
tion was from 70 to 90 crankshaft degrees after
top center on the suction sfroke.

d..
~/60q
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~me of sfarf of injecfiw, cronk degrees ofler sucfion top cen+er

The curves in figures 12 and 13 show the
characteristics of the injection system used.
l’or these tests the pump setting gave a fuel quanti~
Of approximately 0.00058 pound per cycle at an engine
Speed of 1,750 r.p.m. It will be noted hm figure 7
that this is the fuel quantity giving maximum power
with a compression ratio of 7.0 and 2 inches of mer-
a.uy boost pressure. Although the rate of injection
shown in @ure 12 gave the best performance of the
several rates tried, it is believed that some deviation
from these rotes will not appreciably impair the per-
formance, The length of the injection period increased
from 74 to 93 crankshaft degrees with an increase in
pump speed from 750 to 1,100 r.p.m. b other tests
on the same engine with the injection period varying
from 150 to 200 crankshaft degrem the fuel consump-
tion wcs higher and the power lower. Au injection
pried of approximately 30 crankshaft degrees has

FrGurtx 11.-EiTec$of start of fnjectfon pmiod on b.rn~~

pressure difference across the valves on a supercharged

engine increases with the altitude of operation because

the pressure at the intake is usually kept constant up

to some definite altitude, whereas the atmospheric

pressure at the exhaust decreases with altitude.

Under thwe conditions the importance of scavenging

the clearance volume decreases with altitude. For

instance, the gain obtained by scavenging the clearance

volume of an engine at 18,000 feet is only 50 percent of

that obtained at sea level because the reduced exhaust

prwure permits more of the exhaust gas to escape.

Exhaust baok pressure.-A few tests were made to

determine the effect of reduced exhaust back pressures

on the volumetric efficiency and the power when oper-

ating with a large valve overlap. The results of these

tests showed that the air supplied to an engine oper-
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dng with a valve overlap of 130 crankshaft degrees
corresponds to volumetric efficiencies of 110, 117, and
122 percent at engine speeds of 2,2oO, 1,800, and

o 20
C%k deg%es

80 /00

FIoom 12-Effed of pump d on the length of the fnJe&on period and the
rate of df.@8rge. 12-mfUhnoterPlommr dknOtaG o.12bfnoh tribe Cuemeteq
3Mnch tuba fongth; 2JX0lmnnti w Siluerem ti~ ~

1,500 r.p.m., respectively, when operating with atmos-

pheric pressure at the intake and a pressure 8 inches of

mercury less than atmospheric at the exhaust. For

these conditions the volumetric efficiency incrgased at

[00, i I I I I I t I 1

. Pump sp~ed, r.p. m.

FrWJIIE 13.-Effect of pomp speed on fnkctfon cka&rMfa I!MnSNmetor
plnnmr dfemti, fL12Hnch tnh diametez 32-Inchtribe length; Zm ponmk
p Wlel’e Inch valWoWlfng pm8sura

a grwter rate than the power, indicating that a large

amount of the fresh air escaped during the scavenging

process. Wiih the exhaust preswre from 3 to 5

inches of mercury lower than the intake, the increase

in volumetric efficiency was practically equal to the

increase in power, indicating that very little of the
fresh air was wasted.

Some tests were also made to determine the effect of
exhaust back pressure of 3X inches of mercury on the
maximum brake mean effective pressure when operat-
ing with a valve overlap of 130 crankshaft degrees
and intake pressures varying from O to 10 inches of
mercury boost. The remlta of these tests aro shown
in figure 14. Note that when the intake pressure is
7 inches of mercury and the exhaust pressure is in-
creased from O to 3M inches of mercury the power de-
creases 4 percent as compared to 20 percent when the

Boos f pressure, in. of Hg

FIGaEE lA–Eff@ of 3X fncfamof meroTaqoIh8astti presure on the power
Wfththobwetpmsnlre -g from O to 10fnohes of mmwms. l,7b9r.p.m,;
7.0com~on ratfq eabty faeL

intake pressure is 2 inches. It is very important that

tie intake pressure be greater than the eshaust pres-

sure when operating with a valve overlap. If the

exhaust back pressure is higher than the inlet pressure

the gas flow may be revemed during part of the cycle,
and exhaust gas may fill part of the displacement

volume and induction pipes.

Air and fuel control.-When applying fuel injection

to a spark-ignition engine for aircraft service the air

throttle and fuel-quantity control should be intercon-

nected so that the engine will receive & and fuel in

the proper proportions over the entire range of loads

and speeds. This problem may require the working

out o~ a complicat~d linkage,
rate proportioning of fuel and

particularly if an
air is attempted.

ftccu-
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Spark setting.-The maximum cylinder pressures
wore determined for the most severe operating condi-
tion tried and are plotted in figure 15. With the

, spark at 30° before top center, the setting for maximum
power, the maximum pressure recorded was 890
pounds per square inch. This pressure could be re-
duced to 800 pounds per square inch by setting the
spark for 22° before top center-a reduction of 10

.

Spork odvonce, cron,fr degrees

~OIJEE lS.-Effwt of ~ advanra on b.rn.e.p. and marfmnm oylfnder pmaoro’
1,760r.p.rn.; 7.0 compra#On rctlo; m.feiy fnd; 10 fnohos of Hg W ~
3.6klChCEof Hg kaok ~.

percent in maximum cylinder pressure with a sacrifice
of 2X percent in brake mean effective pressure.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The hydrogenated safety fuel manufactured pri-
marily to eliminate fire hazard in aircraft gives a
mssimum brake mean effective pressure eqmd to that
with gasoline when using the fuel-injection system,
and the fuel consumption is from 5 to 10 percent
higher.

2. The high antiknock value of the hydrogenated
safety fuel permits a higher compression ratio to be

used than can be used with most msolinea without

the addition of fuel dope, thus im~roving both the
power and the economy.

3. At present the hydrogenated safety fuel can be -
used to beat advantage by employing fuel injection,
and the use of fuel injection makes scavenging by the
use of large valve overlap and moderate supercharging
feasible.

4. The results of the test with 130 crankshaft
degrees overlap show that so long as the pressure
di.iTerence between the intake and the exhaust is not
greater than 5 inches of mercury practically no air is
wasted in the scavenging process.

5. Additional measures must be taken to insure
starting when using safety fual. Riming with gasoline
is a simple and practical way of solving this problem.

LANGLnY MEMORIAL &ONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY CoannmBD FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLDY FIELD, VA., Ju~ 13, 1932?.
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TABLE I

ENGINE PERFORMANCE WITH GASOLINE AND HYDROGENATED SAFETY FUEL

(Bwt Setthg forMcdrrmrn Powar; Nmrncl Valve TfmiIw No Bmt)
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